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About This Game

The Last Cargo is a atmospheric top-down exploration survival horror - where your road to independence leads
through the hell of imprisonment.

About TLC:

The Last Cargo creates unique challenges and offers unconventional gameplay, requiring not only awareness and skill, but also
invoking the need of deeper reflection.

The main theme of The Last Cargo is indoctrination, whose purpose is to control the way an individual perceives and evaluates
reality. This issue was presented as an allegory, in a minimalist way.

The action takes place in a mysterious building with specific features, where many objects of your surroundings are randomized
during each play, so that each subsequent trial to endure this nightmare is unique. Your goal is to recover autonomy and

subjectivity for the eponymous cargo.

Main Features:

 Every game is different because of the unique randomising system

 Consequence mechanics influencing many additional factors in the game
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 No hand holding - draw conclusions and learn from mistakes

 Optional permadeath and survival modes

 18 perks, each with 3 stages of development

 6 different endings, dependent on the player's choices

 3 difficulty levels (but no easy mode)
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Title: The Last Cargo
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Ehnenu
Publisher:
Ehnenu
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: Dual Core 2.4 Ghz or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum resolution: 1280x720

English,Polish
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I have really enjoyed this point'n'click detective game. It is very atmosperic, if somewhat clichéd. The puzzles are logical and
entertaining, and they are not frustratingly difficult. I would really recommend this game for fans of puzzle/pnc games and PI
stories.

Story 9/10
Atmosphere 10/10
Humor 9/10
Music 10/10
Voice Acting 9/10
Graphics 8/10 (it looks surpisingly good. though the screen resolution is limited and lip synch is non-existent)

Overall: I would say a solid 9 out of 10. I really look forward to the sequel.. SON GOKUUUUUUUUUUUU, no but for reals
people need to realize Rage
trunks is a free update!. I think a critic should state their likes and dislikes before they do a hatchet job on some style of game
they didn't like to begin with or know much about..So I normally play pipe puffer empire building games, the more boring the
better and I'm into my 68th summer so zombie shooters are not my staple by any means." Dark Days" seems certainly OK,fine,
and any short comings could be my fault rather than the games.
It looks ok not great but certainly functional,I used my Sidewinder 2 joystick and my Logitech Precision controller and both
,surprisingly, worked well.I found keyboard control fine ,pretty easy really .Not a lot of assistance getting up and running but
enough for me so its heaps really.No crashes, bugs,bad boogie woogie, it ran well and was fun.I'm running it in Win7 64 bit and
it runs this game superbly.
Things I didn't like much are ( 1) inaccurate gunfire. I was raised in the 1 shot 1 kill era but it seems even at a few feet aiming is
quite impossible in this game, so its blast away,Blam,blam, blam ,tripple tap,fortuneatly there is plenty of ammo everywhere ,the
game must be set in the US of A (2) .I found zombie bashing with your chosen chunk of 4x2 frankly a bit feeble.Never mind,
maybe Zombies are new age sensitive guys and don't need a good biffing to take a dive..(3) The aforementioned Zombies are
very noisy and it gets a bit annoying rather than scary after a while.
 This is a good game ,cheap as , its works and is fun now -it can only get better.Yep, worth buying.... I've played commandos 2
back in the days and comparing to this game I must say that 2 is more better than 3 but this game is not that ugly tho. missions
are hard but doable. You'll very much rely on the quicksave feature. Multiplayer doesn't work and pretty much everything is ok
to me.. Cute little fun time waster casual game. Cartoonish graphics, fun mini games, a good match 3 game. 10\/10. Worst lego
game I've played. Controls seem all over the place compared to other games.. You're forced to play in a tiny low-resolution
window that's very difficult to see.
It's impossible to change the resolution in the registry, since it reverts back to a 570 x 480 window each time.
It's hard to distinguish the five blurry icons in this timed game.
The option for a higher resolution and full-screen is needed to play.. Bubbles is great! Don't be fooled by the cute cats - whilst
this game is easy to learn, it's genuinely difficult to master. There are a tonne of levels offering new and interesting challenges,
and plenty of secret routes to discover. Really enjoying it :). A emotional rollercoaster, but none the least a absolute masterpiece
with very likable characters and deep & well-executed storytelling.

10/10 a must have if you know what a book is. When nothing sort of advanced trick even works, just remember about the basic
stuff.

And just do your best, earnestly.
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That was a really great principle to live by given from World End Economica, a straight train but filled with great stuff you
won't regret!
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catapults me in a happy mood and relaxation
while helping our two cute ''heroes''
on their way to ....
Fun, tricky little puzzle-solving-sidescroller
: )). Such a good game, different death animations are super. Hope they add more. This is the type of game you wanted but are
too afraid to try. I played space engineers and elite dangerous, and I have to say, the mixng of these two wonderful games
seemed too powerful to be true. I tell you this... They managed to do it with little to no flaw. 9/10. I look forward to playing it as
it progresses.. pretty cool. The best ww2 strategy game I have played.. By far... I actually did not know this was a game since I
had been listening to the soundtrack for so long. As a game, it's really simple, maybe too simple. You just move left and right
and try not to fall off the map, there's no filters or anything, not even an options menu. But I am so in love with the soundtrack,
that I can see myself playing this game for quite a while since it gives me something to do while listening to one of the greatest
chiptune soundtracks of all time.. I found it hard to enjoy much of anything when it came to this game. The long playtime is
indicative of how long it took me to commit to completing a single playthrough of it. I had the same issue with the author’s last
game, Versus where I was just not able to finish it in a timely fashion, because I had similar issues that I did to this one. Left on
in the background as I attended to other things, because I wasn’t interested in anything it was saying. It took most of the issues of
that game, and accentuated them.

The game centred far too heavily on the idea of discrimination, and attempted to work it into a laboured analogy for minorities
today. It’s nice to have some sort of message in it, but it interferes completely with any aspect of escapism involved.

In that sense, I was never allowed to feel like a super hero, which certainly was not the case with the Heroes Rise Trilogy. That
series had a focus on what you wanted to do with the powers, and how you shaped your own morality, and made your own
choices to shape the story around you. Here I felt bent to the will of the person writing it, being constantly reminded of their
morality that they intended to preach, rather than taking any opinion I had on a situation and implementing it. The only
“underhanded” thing I was able to do was make an elimination vote for some character I had no reason to save, and even that
seemed to only exist so I could be made continuously feel bad for doing so.

My options tended to range from whether I felt strongly about underrepresentation, to whether I felt very, very strongly about
underrepresentation. And I suppose that isn’t what I wanted the game to be about. At the end it tries to make me feel bad about a
death that I only tried to prevent, while guilting me for helping heal my dying sister instead of worrying about said
underrepresentation (especially when I was supposed to make a choice at the expense of her well being that was ignored at the
end.)

The whole animal shape shifting and all was its own issue as well, where now I’m being implored to guilt people for forming any
kind of impression about whatever animal form my character woke up in that day. It’s a silly plot device as it is, and along with
taking me out of connecting with the character I’m supposed to be creating, it further removes me from the connection I’m
supposed to be feeling with the story, which is already tenuous at best.

Characters within the game were given little chance to showcase what they were really about, both within the context of limited
screen time, and doing nothing with said screen time. Everyone simply passes by or dies before they make any impression. And
it feels like they’re not supposed to, because the game isn’t about any of them, or characters in general.

My ultimate summary of this game is that it feels less like I’m choosing my own adventure, and more like I’m being told how
I’m supposed to observe an adventure that was dictated in full before I began it. I would hope that it changes pace with a sequel,
but considering the singular direction in which this story was written, and the manner in which this author’s style is continuing to
change, I feel like it would likely get worse.
. Great game... That is if your 7 and under. It's GTA V with no guns or anything sexual or killing or basically anything and it's
replaced with kittens.... Every 5 yr olds dream. really fun game. ai are a but pianful sometimes but apart form that good game
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